Donors are a key part of Internet Society’s vital community of supporters. As a result of their contributions, advances have been made in Internet security and resiliency, regional connectivity and global outreach, fellowship and educational opportunities, and a growing number of projects bringing Internet access to local communities. These achievements are concrete examples of the impact donors can have in supporting our mission to ensure the “Internet is for everyone”.

If your name has been inadvertently omitted or incorrectly spelled, please accept the Internet Society’s sincere apologies and contact us at PartnershipDevelopment@isoc.org so we may correct your record.
APTLD (Asia Pacific Top Level Domain Association)*
ARIN (American Registry for Internet Numbers)*
Asia Pacific Internet Association (APIA)
Association for Computing Machinery*
AT&T Services, Inc.*
L’Autorité de Régulation des Télécommunications et des Postes (ARTP)
Booz Allen Hamilton*
BT Group PLC*
Bureau Telecommunicatie en Post*
CableLabs*
Canadian Internet Registration Authority (CIRA)*
CANARIE, Inc.*
Cardschat*
Caribbean Association of National Telecommunications Operators (CANTO)*
Caribbean Telecommunications Union (CTU)*
Carnegie Mellon University
CCAT-LAT*
CCTLD.ru (Coordination Center for TLDs Ru/RF)*
Center for Democracy & Technology (CDT)*
CERN*
CERNET*
China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC)*
Cisco Systems, Inc.*
Comcast*
COS Systems*
Council of Hungarian Internet Providers*
Cox Communications*
de la cruz beranek Attorneys at Law Ltd.*
DE-CIX Management GmbH*
DENIC eG*
Department of Electronics and Information Technology (DeitY)*
DigiCert, Inc.*
DINAHOSTING, S.L.*
DNS-OARC
dotAfrica
DotAsia Organisation*
dotGAY LLC
Dyn, Inc.
ECMA International*
EEMA*
Egyptian Ministry of Communications and Info Technology *
ELIG Attorneys at Law
Equilibrium Creative Limited*
Ericsson*
ETNO*
EurID*
Facebook*
France IX
Gibtelecom*
Go6 Institute*
Google, Inc.*
Hitachi, Ltd.*
Huawei Technologies, Inc.*
Hungarnet/NIIIF*
IBM Research
ICANN*
IEEE*
IIT-Institute for Informatics & Telematics (CNR)*
iMinds vzw
Intel Corporation*
Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)
International Telecommunication Union (ITU)*
Internet Initiative Japan (IIJ)*
Internet Solutions*
Internet Systems Consortium, Inc. (ISC)*
Internet2*
InternetNZ*
JANET UK*
Japan Network Information Center (JPNIC)*
Japan Registry Services Co., Ltd.*
JASCO*
Juniper Networks, Inc.*
Ken Stubbs Internet Presence Consulting*
KISA (Korea Internet & Security Agency)*
LACNIC*
Lesotho Communications Authority (LCA)*
Limelight Networks, Inc.
LinkedIn*
Liquid Telecommunications Operations LTD
London Internet Exchange (LINX)*
Messaging Anti-Abuse Working Group (MAAWG)*
Microsoft*
Microsoft Turkey
Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA)*
Mozilla*
NAPAfrica/Teraco Data Environments Pty Ltd.*
National Broadcasting and Telecommunications Commission (NBTC)*
National Cable & Telecommunications Association (NCTA)*
National Science Foundation
NBCUniversal*
Netnod*
Network Startup Resource Center (NSRC)
Nextiva*
NIC Chile, University of Chile*
nic.at GmbH*
NIC.br - Núcleo de Informação e Coordenação do Ponto BR*
nic.MX (NIC MEXICO)*
Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Corporation (NTT)*
Nokia Corporation*
Nokia Solutions and Networks GmbH & Co KG*
Nominet UK*
NORDUNet*
NUUG Foundation*
NYSERNet, Inc.*
Orange*
Pantheon Technologies s.r.o.*
Pass the Balanced Budget Amendment Inc. (PBBA)*
PayPal, Inc.*
Pegasus Consultants, Inc.*
Pokersites.com*
PSW GROUP GmbH & Co. KG*
Public Interest Registry (PIR)
Qualcomm Technologies, Inc.*
Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA)*
Red Cientifica Peruana (RCP)*
RIPE NCC*
Samsung Mobile
SANAMSEACOM Ltd*
Senegal Government
SHSG Rechtanwälte*
SIDN (Stichting Internet Domeinregistratie Nederland)*
simpleLEARN
Simula Research Laboratory*
Singapore Network Information Centre (SGNIC)*
SITA*
Srisakdi Charmonman Institute*
SUNET*
SURFnet bv*
Swiss Federal Office for Communication*
Swisscom (Schweiz) AG*
SWITCH*
T. Garanti Bankasi A.S.
Team Cymru
Telecom Egypt*
Telefonica*
TELEM Group*
TeliaSonera International Carrier*
TERENA*
Thai Network Information Center Foundation*
Time Warner Cable*
Toronto Convention Center
Turkcell*
UNINETT Nord AS*
University of Washington*
VeriSign, Inc.*
Verizon Communications*
The Walt Disney Company*
WIDE Project*
Yahoo!*
ZA Central Registry (ZACR)
Additional donors who wish to remain Anonymous

GIFTS-IN-KIND CONTRIBUTORS
Alcatel-Lucent International
Anita Borg Institute
British Telecom
Cisco Systems
NiRA
Telus
Time Warner Cable
UltraSpectra (Pvt.) Ltd.

INDIVIDUAL DONORS (**ALSO A DONOR TO THE OPEN
INTERNET ENDOWMENT)
Bashar Al-Abdulhadi
James Ausman
Fred Baker
Ronald Bonica**
Praveen Bhamidipati
Vincent Cerf
Lyman Chapin
Arie Chark
Fred Clark
Steve Corbato
Olivier Crepin-Leblond
David Crocker
Keith Davis
Philip Dohra
Michael Douglas
Oliver Filke
Michael File
Ronald Fitzherbert
William Flusek
James R. Forster
Michele Fried
David Frohrwerk
Tomohiro Fujisaki
Jamar Hawkins
Russell Houssely**
Hagen Hultsacz
Allen Hurst
Jay Jaroslav
Dennis M. Jennings
Richard Johns
Jim Johnston
Merike Kaeo
Shaun Kaplan  
Zu Kim  
Robert Kisteleki  
Olaf Kolkman  
Robert Krupczak  
Kazuto Kurosawa  
Richard Lamb  
Tracy LaQuey Parker**  
Gordon Lennox  
Erik Logtenberg  
Olga Madruga-Forti  
Akinori Maemura  
Bill Manning  
John Maury  
Lincoln McNey  
Seanan Murphy  
Margaux Nair  
Ted Palys  
Douglas Poland  
Tim Pozar  
Douglas Purdy  
Garin Qanis  
Luiqi Quattrocchi  
Gowthaman Ragothaman  
George Sadowsky  
Eve Schooler**  
Helge Skrivervik  
Bill Smith  
Lynn St. Amour  
Jean-Jacques Subrenat  
Sulueti Taqilala  
Todd Tolbert  
Rick Wesson  
Dennis Wright  
Han Xu  
Terry Zink  
Additional donors who wish to remain Anonymous  

THE INTERNET SOCIETY GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGES AND HONORS THESE CORPORATIONS, ORGANIZATIONS, AND INDIVIDUALS FOR THEIR GENEROSITY IN 2014.